
Revelation: The Cosmic Battle 
Revelation 12 

The battle described is the spiritual war that is happening in the spiritual realm right now and that war 
impacts the physical realm.  

The woman in this chapter changes identity through the chapter. 
V. 1 - the woman is the 12 tribes of Israel. She has 12 stars on her head 

V. 4-6 - the woman changes to Mary.  

The Dragon is Satan. The name of Satan, “The Dragon” will be very important in Revelation.  

Mary gives birth to Jesus & 12:5 is a summary of Jesus’ entire life, from birth to ascension.  

7-9 goes back further than Mary and Jesus and shows us that the spiritual battle has been happening from 
the beginning.  

V. 9 - Satan is cast out of heaven. If you remember in the book of Job, Satan is in God’s throne room 
accusing Job. The death & resurrection of Jesus gives a fatal blow to the Dragon and he is cast out of 
heaven at that moment. This is why we do not see Satan in the New Testament in God’s throne room like we 
do in Job.  

Satan is cast down to earth where He is now the prince of the power of the air (Ephesians 2).  

V. 14 & 16 tells of how Mary is protected from Satan’s attack such as Herod having all male children killed.  

V. 15, the water that flows from the dragons mouth show that Satan’s primary form of attack is lies, 
ideologies, worldviews, philosophies that set themselves up against God and His kingdom.  

12 - cosmic battle (genesis 3:15)  
The serpent is the dragon 
There are dark spiritual powers at work in the world 

V. 17 - the identity of the woman changes one last time and the woman is now the church.  
Note the language “the rest of her offspring”. That is a callback to Genesis 3:15 and God’s promise to 
Abraham that his offspring will be as many as the stars in the sky and sand on the seashore. John is 
connecting the biblical story to show that the dragon has always been attacking God and His people.  

Once the Dragon is cast to earth and he realizes that he is unable to hurt Jesus, he turns all of his attacks 
against the people of God - The Church.  


